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Abstract

Detection of spatial relations between ob-
jects in images is currently a popular sub-
ject in image description research. A range
of different language and geometric ob-
ject features have been used in this con-
text, but methods have not so far used ex-
plicit information about the third dimen-
sion (depth), except when manually added
to annotations. The lack of such informa-
tion hampers detection of spatial relations
that are inherently 3D. In this paper, we
use a fully automatic method for creating a
depth map of an image and derive several
different object-level depth features from
it which we add to an existing feature set
to test the effect on spatial relation detec-
tion. We show that performance increases
are obtained from adding depth features in
all scenarios tested.

1 Introduction

Image description aims to produce a summarising
description, in structured natural language, of an
image (region), typically involving the prioritisa-
tion of more important elements and relationships
between elements. Work in this area is most com-
monly motivated in terms of accessibility and data
management, and has a range of distinct appli-
cation tasks. Research in image description and
understanding is booming, with relation detection
currently a particular focus. The input to spatial
relation detection is usually a set of secondary, ab-
stract features derived from region boundaries and
labels. A range of different language and geomet-
ric features have been used in existing work, but
none that explicitly encode information about the
third dimension (depth), except via manual anno-
tations (Elliott, 2014). This is an issue for spatial
relation detection, because many spatial relations

involve three dimensions, some obviously so (e.g.
in front of, behind), some less so (beyond, out-
side, across, etc.). Existing methods in effect try
to guess 3D relations from 2D information.

In the experiments in this paper, we use a fully
automatic method to generate a depth map from an
image, derive different object-level abstract fea-
tures from the depth values associated with pix-
els within object bounding boxes, and test the ef-
fect of adding such features on the performance
of spatial relation detection methods. Below, we
start by reviewing related research (Section 2) and
describing the existing dataset and associated fea-
tures we use in our experiments (Section 3). We
next describe the depth map generation method we
used, and the features we derive from depth maps
(Section 4). We then describe the classifier meth-
ods we use in experiments (Section 5), and report
results from experiments involving different clas-
sifier methods and combinations of depth features
(Section 6). We conclude with some discussion
and a look to the future (Section 7).

2 Related Research

Research on associating text with images goes
back at least to the 1960s with early work focusing
on object/region labelling (Rosenfeld, 1978). Im-
age description proper starts where a summarising
description of the whole image is aimed for. Some
approaches measure the similarity of a new im-
age with other images for which descriptions ex-
ist, and then use one or more of those descriptions
to create a description for the new image (Socher
et al., 2014; Karpathy and Fei-Fei, 2015; Ordonez
et al., 2011). Our focus here is on methods that
create a new description for a given image from
scratch. Such methods can be said to involve three
main steps: (1) identification of type and, option-
ally, location of objects and background/scene; (2)
detection of attributes, relations and activities in-
volving objects from Step 1; and (3) generation of
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a word string from the outputs from Steps 1 and
2. In Step 2, the focus of this paper, systems deter-
mine object attributes (Yatskar et al., 2014; Kulka-
rni et al., 2011), spatial relationships (Yang et al.,
2011; Elliott and Keller, 2013), activities (Yatskar
et al., 2014; Elliott and Keller, 2013), etc.

Identifying the spatial relationships between
pairs of objects in images is an important part of
Step 2, but overlaps into Step 3 if prepositions
are selected directly. Methods that produce spatial
prepositions sometimes do so as a side-effect of
the overall method (Mitchell et al., 2012; Kulka-
rni et al., 2013); examples of preposition selec-
tion as a separate subtask include Elliott and Keller
(2013) who base the mapping from features to
spatial relations on manually composed rules, and
Ramisa et al. (2015) and our own previous work
(Muscat and Belz, 2017) where the mapping is
learnt automatically. Elliott (2014) manually adds
3rd dimension annotations to images (e.g. whether
objects are behind other objects).

There is a sizable literature on spatial rela-
tions and spatial language from cognitive and psy-
cholinguistic perspectives, and the remainder of
this section briefly surveys a selection of relevant
results. Indications are that whether speakers use
spatial relations in scene descriptions and referring
expressions depends at least in part on individual
preference and the context. E.g. when generat-
ing referring expressions, some people prefer not
to use spatial relations at all (Viethen and Dale,
2008). Furthermore, speakers tend to make more
use of spatial relations in domains unknown to
them, whereas they use them comparatively less
when the domain is known (Viethen and Dale,
2008). Kelleher and Kruiff (2005) categorise spa-
tial relations as combinations of topological vs.
projective, and contrastive vs. relative, the latter
being dependent on context. Both studies (Viethen
and Dale, 2008; Kelleher and Kruijff, 2005) agree
that people are generally less likely to use projec-
tive spatial relations like in front of than topolog-
ical relations like on top of. The former depend
on a landmark whereas the latter depend on inter-
section, overlap and contiguity, which require less
cognitive effort to process. For similar reasons,
contrastive relations are used more than relative
relations (Kelleher and Kruijff, 2005).

The comprehension and choice of spatial prepo-
sitions depend on function as well as context
(Coventry et al., 2005), e.g. the choice of preposi-

tion in person at a table, depends on the functional
relationship between the trajector object, person,
and the landmark object, table. Dobnik and Kelle-
her (2014) derive functional semantic knowledge
from corpora and use it to explore the dependency
of spatial prepositions on functional knowledge.

Regier and Carlson (2001) show that projective
spatial terms such as above are grounded in at-
tention processes and vector-sum coding of over-
all direction, formalising these notions in their at-
tentional vector-sum (AVS) model. The model
is shown to predict linguistic acceptability judg-
ments for spatial terms, for a variety of spatial
configurations. Results indicate that spatial prepo-
sitions require more attention on the image com-
pared to detecting an object, and geometric fea-
tures based on the net vector sum over an area
rather than the centre of mass are better predictors.

Kelleher et al. (2011) show that object occlu-
sion degrades the performance of models that are
based solely on geometric and functional fea-
tures e.g. in the case of in front of, a projective
preposition. Kelleher et al.’s occlusion-enabled
regression-based model is shown to outperform
Regier and Carlson’s AVS model.

3 Data and Features

In the research reported here, we use a subset of
the French part of the SpatialVOC2K dataset (Belz
et al., 2018), referred to as ‘DS-F-Best’ below, for
consistency with previous publications. Objects
in this dataset are annotated with bounding boxes,
object labels and spatial relations encoded as sets
of prepositions. To create the spatial relation an-
notations, annotators were asked to (a) choose the
single best preposition (free text entry), as well as
(b) select all possible prepositions from a list of
candidate spatial prepositions, such that the prepo-
sition(s) accurately describe(s) the spatial relation-
ship between the given pair of objects.

In the experiments below, we are interested in
studying the effect depth features have on recalling
individual prepositions (especially the ones that
have previously proven difficult to predict) in ad-
dition to the overall system-level recall. We there-
fore use the single best preposition for each object
pair only, when training the single label classifiers.

In research involving this and similar datasets,
sets of language and geometric features are nor-
mally computed from bounding boxes and object
labels. Typical language features are label en-
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coders (one hot vectors) and word2vec (Mikolov
et al., 2013) vectors. Examples of geometric fea-
tures are area of object bounding box normalised
by combined area size for both objects, area of
overlap between the two bounding boxes nor-
malised by combined area, and Euclidean distance
between two bounding boxes. Some of the fea-
ture functions are unary and others are binary.
For the initial feature set in this paper, we used
the union of geometric features from two previous
lines of work, our own (Muscat and Belz, 2017)
and Ramisa et al. (2015). This yielded a set of
18 geometric features, and although some of these
are correlated, we left it to the classifier models to
discriminate among the more useful ones. There
are no 3D features in this initial set of features,
although some features are intended as proxy fea-
tures for depth, e.g. bounding box overlap.

4 Computing Depth Features

4.1 MonoDepth Features

We use monoDepth1 (Godard et al., 2017), a
convolutional neural network method trained on
stereo image pairs which maps single images to
depth maps where each pixel has a value as-
signed to it that represents the estimated dis-
tance from the viewer. More specifically we used
the monodepth-cityscapes model, trained on the
Cityscapes dataset (Cordts et al., 2016). Figure 1
shows an image from our dataset alongside the
depth map generated for it by the monodepth-
cityscapes model. The more towards the dark blue
end of the colour spectrum an area is, the further
away it is from the viewer, and the more towards
the bright yellow end, the nearer. The model pro-
duces an impressively accurate rendering of the
depths of the two trees, car, person, and road (not
all depth maps are as good).

Once we have the depth map for a given image,
we obtain depth values for the pixel grids inside
the bounding boxes (BBs) of the pair of objects
under consideration. We then compute the follow-
ing object-level features for each BB:

• Average depth (AVG): simply the average
depth value within each object BB.

• Radially weighted average (RWA) depth:
starting from the central pixel(s), assign a
weight to each pixel that is in inverse pro-

1https://github.com/mrharicot/monodepth

portion to its distance from the centre, then
compute the weighted average.

Looking at the example in Figure 1, AVG is much
lower in the red person BB than in the blue car BB,
making ‘person in front of car’ a possibility. RWA
is also less for the person BB, but the difference is
less pronounced than would be the case if all of the
car was further way than the person, thus making
‘person next to car’ an alternative possibility.

4.2 Human-estimated Depth Feature
We obtained human estimates of BB-level depth
for 1,554 images and 3,642 objects as follows.
Participants were shown an image with objects
surrounded by BBs. Their task was to assign a
number out of 100 to each bounding box, indicat-
ing the average depth of (just) the object inside the
BB, where 100 is the maximum distance. The an-
notators were trained and mentored for some time
before starting annotations proper. Three partici-
pants in total contributed to the annotations. Depth
values were then normalised to range from 0 to 1
for each image.

We computed Pearson’s correlation coefficients
between the human estimated object depths and
the corresponding AVG and RWA figures. Pear-
son’s r between human and AVG depth values
was 0.535 (p < 0.0001), and between human
and RWA it was 0.523 (p < 0.0001). The cor-
relation between AVG and RWA was 0.995(p <
0.0001). We also converted the three sets of depth
estimates to categorical values (foreground, back-
ground, neutral) and computed percentage agree-
ment with human-estimated depth on these, which
was 60.8% for AVG and 60.3% for RWA.

5 Methods

Using combinations of features from Section 3
and 4, we separately trained models of the six
types below.2 Where relevant, hyperparameters
for the models were obtained by splitting the de-
velopment data into separate training and valida-
tion sets, which were then recombined for training
the final models and testing on a held-out test set.
All models output the probability vector for the
prepositions, from which results are calculated.

Naive Bayes (NB) models assume that each
feature is conditionally independent of every other
feature given the output class (preposition in our
case). We use a prior computed from the output

2Using scikit-learn: http://scikit-learn.org
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Figure 1: Example SpatialVOC2K image and depth map generated by monoDepth.

labels, and base the likelihood on the geometric
features.

Decision Tree (DT): Decisions are based on
conjunctions of features. Values for the maxi-
mum tree depth [2, 20] are determined by hyper-
parameter optimisation (HPO).

Logistic Regression (LR): A linear classifier
which models the SR probabilities with a logistic
function. The value for the inverse of regularisa-
tion constant [0.1, 100.0] is determined by HPO.
The regularisation is L1-norm, tolerance is 0.001
and one-versus-rest multi-class classification.

Support Vector Machine (SVM): A binary
classifier solving the multiclass case via (here)
one-versus-one classification. The RBF kernel pa-
rameters, C [0.1, 100.0] and gamma [0.001, 1.0]
are determined by HPO.

Random Forests (RF): A meta-estimator com-
prising multiple decision-tree classifiers fitted to
sub-samples of the data, using averaging to im-
prove predictive accuracy and to control overfit-
ting. The number of estimators [10, 150], max-
imum features [1, 156], maximum tree depth [2,
20], are determined by HPO.

6 Experiments and Results

We carried out experiments for all ML methods
above, and for the following feature combinations:
(i) the 18 geometrical features (‘G’ in results ta-
bles) from Section 3, (ii) the language features de-
rived from the object labels (‘L’ in the tables), (iii)
average depth (‘avg’ in tables), (iv) RWA (‘rwa’ in
tables) and (V) human-estimated depth (‘man’ in
tables). For each of (iii), (iv) and (v) we consid-
ered depth of object 1 (‘d1’ in tables), depth of ob-
ject 2 (‘d2’ in tables), and the difference between
the latter two depths (‘dd’ in tables).

Table 1 shows system-level weighted aver-

Features RF DT LR SVM NB
G 0.45 0.36 0.4 0.38 0.24
+avg:d1,d2 0.45 0.36 0.4 0.39 0.25
+avg:dd 0.45 0.36 0.4 0.37 0.27
+avg:d1,d2,dd 0.46 0.36 0.39 0.37 0.27
+rwa:d1,d2 0.45 0.36 0.4 0.37 0.24
+rwa:dd 0.45 0.35 0.4 0.38 0.27
+rwa:d1,d2,dd 0.46 0.35 0.4 0.37 0.26
+man:d1,d2 0.47 0.36 0.4 0.4 0.24
+man:dd 0.47 0.39 0.41 0.4 0.27
+man:d1,d2,dd 0.49 0.39 0.4 0.4 0.27

L,G 0.48 0.4 0.46 0.43 0.26
+avg:d1,d2 0.5 0.4 0.46 0.46 0.27
+avg:dd 0.49 0.4 0.46 0.46 0.26
+avg:d1,d2,dd 0.5 0.4 0.46 0.45 0.27
+rwa:d1,d2 0.48 0.4 0.46 0.44 0.27
+rwa:dd 0.48 0.4 0.47 0.44 0.26
+rwa:d1,d2,dd 0.47 0.4 0.46 0.45 0.27
+man:d1,d2 0.49 0.4 0.48 0.46 0.27
+man:dd 0.52 0.42 0.47 0.44 0.26
+man:d1,d2,dd 0.51 0.42 0.48 0.44 0.27

Table 1: SpatialVOC2K: Weighted Average Re-
call for all feature combinations (for explanation
of abbreviations, see in text).

age recall results. Depth features improved the
weighted average recall results across the board.
The highest increase is 8.9% when added to geo-
metric features, and 8.3% when added to both lan-
guage and geometric features. AVG and RWA fea-
tures perform equally well, and less well than the
human-estimated depths. Out of the three depth
features, the difference in depth (dd = d1 − d2)
has the most pronounced positive effect on scores
individually; however, the overall highest scores
are obtained when all three (d1, d2 and dd). Out
of the different classifier modesl, the RF model re-
sulted in the highest scores followed by LR, SVM,
DT and NB. However, the NB model registered
the highest increase in scores resulting from depth
features: 12.5% when added to geometric features.
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G, avg:d1,d2 -4 - -20 +8 0 -27 0 +10 +8 0 0 -24 -8 +5 0 -2
G, avg:dd -4 - -20 0 0 -27 0 +24 -5 0 +4 -24 -5 0 0 -2
G, avg:d1,d2,dd -4 - 0 +8 0 0 0 +19 0 0 -6 0 -5 +5 +2 0
G, rwa:d1,d2 -4 - -20 +8 0 0 0 +19 0 -16 -6 -36 -5 +8 0 -2
G, rwa:dd 0 - +20 +8 0 +27 0 -5 -5 0 +4 -16 -8 +2 0 0
G, rwa:d1,d2,dd 0 - -20 -8 0 +27 -25 +24 -5 0 -9 +20 -2 +5 +2 -2
G, man:d1,d2 -4 - 0 0 0 +27 0 +33 0 0 0 0 -2 -2 +4 +7
G, man:dd 0 - 0 +8 0 0 -25 +10 +32 -20 0 +28 0 +2 +4 0
G, man:d1,d2,dd -4 - 0 +15 0 -27 0 +24 +12 0 +4 +4 +2 +8 +9 +9
G, L +4 - 0 -15 +33 +73 +24 +5 +18 +20 -9 0 0 +11 +7 +7

G,L,avg:d1,d2 0 - -20 +18 -25 0 0 +5 0 +7 +10 +20 -2 0 +4 +7
G,L,avg:dd -4 - -20 +18 -25 +15 0 +23 -15 0 0 0 0 0 +2 0
G,L,avg:d1,d2,dd -4 - -20 +27 -25 -27 0 +18 -9 0 +10 +12 0 +4 +4 +2
G,L,rwa:d1,d2 0 - -20 +9 -25 +15 0 +5 +4 +7 +4 -16 -2 -2 0 0
G,L,rwa:dd -4 - -20 +27 -25 -15 0 +14 -4 -10 +10 -16 0 0 0 0
G,L,rwa:d1,d2,dd 0 - -20 0 -25 -15 0 +9 -15 -17 +4 -8 0 -2 -2 0
G,L,man:d1,d2 0 - -20 +18 -25 -15 0 +14 -9 +20 +14 -8 -2 0 +2 +2
G,L,man:dd +4 - -20 +55 0 0 0 +14 +9 0 +14 +12 0 0 +8 +7
G,L,man:d1,d2,dd -4 - -20 +36 0 -27 0 +23 +4 0 +27 0 +2 +2 +6 +9

Table 2: SpatialVOC2K: Percentage increase in recall per preposition for the RF model. Figures in top
half relative to geometric features; lower half relative to both geometric and language features.

This could indicate that the other models are learn-
ing more about depth from the other features.

Table 2 shows per-preposition weighted aver-
age recall results. In this set of results we ex-
amine the effect of adding depth information on
individual prepositions, looking at which combi-
nations of features increase or decrease the re-
call per preposition. The table is split into two
halves. The top half shows changes from adding
depth features to (just) the geometric features (G),
while the bottom half shows changes from adding
depth features to the union of geometric and lan-
guage features (G,L). Some prepositions fare bet-
ter with depth information: au niveau de (“at the
level of”), derriere (“behind”), devant (“in front
of”), sur (“on”). Results for others worsen: à côté
de (“next to”), en face de (“facing”), sous (“un-
der”). For some, the results are inconclusive (con-
tre (“against”), dans (“in”), loin de (“far from”),
près de (“near”)), while others are not affected (au
dessus de (“above”), autour de (“around”)).

The row labelled ‘G,L’ shows the effect of just
adding language features to the geometric set.
Some prepositions (most notably autour de, con-
tre and dans) benefit substantially from language
features while others benefit more from depth fea-
tures. Some (au niveau de, oin de) fare worse

when language features are added. The biggest
improvement when depth information is added to
geometric features is 33% for derriere (“behind”);
the highest when depth is added to both geometri-
cal and language is 55%, for au niveau de (“at the
level of, at equal distance from the viewer”).

Getting improvements for clearly 3D preposi-
tions such as derriere, devant and au niveau de is
as expected, but there are clear improvements for
other prepositions too.

7 Conclusion

We have reported the first results for using object-
level depth features computed from depth maps
automatically generated for a given image with
monoDepth as additional features in spatial rela-
tion prediction. We have shown that performance
increases when depth features are added in all sce-
narios tested. However, automatically computed
depth is still some way off manual toplines which
resulted in bigger improvements.
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